
When starting btstWx for the first time, you will be prompted to 
enter an Access Code.

This Access Code will allow btstWx to connect directly to FWYC’s 
weather station. You only have to enter this code when the app is 
first installed, or reinstalled.

Simply enter the Access Code and tap the ‘Enter’ button.

For FWYC, the Access Code is: FWYC1951

If you have any issues or questions, please contact the developer:
support@beentheresailedthat.com



After connecting to the btstWx server, and ‘subscribing’ to the 
FWYC Weather feed, the Main Wx screen will be shown.

This screen, along with the next couple of screens, provides ‘live’ 
weather data from the FWYC Weather Station.

FWYC’s Weather Station is located on top of the Gazebo at the 
North end of Smack Point.

To access this screen, tap the             icon at the bottom of the 
screen.



This screen provides a full-analog readout of the live weather data 
in a grid format.

In addition, this screen also has a weather icon representing the 
current conditions as seen by the weather station.

All data is updated live from the FWYC Weather Station.

To access this screen, tap the             icon at the bottom of the 
screen.



This screen provides several graphical views of 
specific data.

The top graph displays a 10-minute view of 
‘Wind Speed’ via the blue graph line. The red
graph line indicates the average wind speed.

The bottom section shows one of three 
graphs. The main graph shown when visiting 
this page is the ‘Temperature’. To access the 
‘Wind Direction’ graph, tap it’s label on the 
left. To access the ‘Barometer’ graph, tap it’s 
label on the right.

When switching graphs, the labels are 
updated to allow access to the other two 
graphs.

To access this screen, tap the             icon at 
the bottom of the screen.



This screen is the Settings screen. It allows you to switch between 
the ‘Light’ and ‘Dark’ themes.

This screen also indicates the current status of the btstWx server.

Links are provided at the bottom for contacting the developer for 
more information.

To access this screen, tap the             icon at the bottom of the 
screen.
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